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Introduction

DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank International Nucleotide Sequence Database is still increasing, keeping doubling time only slightly longer than one year for the last these years. This situation aﬀects the increase
of DDBJ Amino acid sequence Database (DAD) [4], which is made from translation of nucleotide sequences in CDS regions annotated in DDBJ [3], and makes computation time for homology search of
DAD longer as well as that of DNA database. We therefore created compressed sequence database,
consisting of highly homologous sequence clusters in multiple aligned form with representative sequences, the DAD version of CAMUS (Compressed database for homology searches And MUltiple
aligned Sequence database) [2].
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Method

Data compression has done essentially in accordance with the strategy for the data compression of
nucleotide sequences as follows. Each division of DAD was treated separately. Because the taxonomic
divisions such as VRT (vertebrates) and PLN (plants) are made according to major classiﬁcation of
organisms, the sequences in each of those divisions are expected to be closely related if they are orthologous, which makes our compression process easier. We ﬁrst sorted all sequences in one division by
amino acid length, then sequences longer than 1,000aa were chopped into 1,000aa length fragments.
Those short sequences were used as query sequence for BLAST [1] homology search. We used several
cutting points for sequence identity, ranging from 30% to 99%, where the sequence length threshold
was set to more than 10aa in all cases. When one sequence is found to be homologous with query
sequence, it is eliminated from the target database. By this procedure, evolutionarily highly homologous sequences were grouped into one representative sequence, and the set of representative sequences
are called “Compressed Database”, which can be used as target database for any homology search.
We have implemented BLAST search for the secondary database as well as for the DDBJ version of
CAMUS.
Sequence groups with high homology are also obtained through the construction of Compressed
Database. We visualize them as a multiple alignment by unifying BLAST pairwise alignments between
a representative sequence and group members. This Multiple-aligned Sequence database is also part
of the DAD version of CAMUS DB.
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Results

We used DDBJ DAD Release 16 that were made from DDBJ nucleotide sequence database Release
46. DAD consists of 18 divisions as in the case for the DDBJ nucleotide sequence database. While
nucleotide EST division has vast number of sequences, few entries have CDS. We thus treated the
small EST division of DAD as one group, and compressed the 18 divisions separately. Compression
ratios for the taxonomic divisions were 5-76% in terms of the number of entries, when we used the
cutting point of 99%. If we count the number of total letters, the compression ratios are within 16-77%
range. We recognized nested structure in sequence groups using diﬀerent cutting point.
Website URL of CAMUS DB is http://hypernig.nig.ac.jp/camus/.
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Future Perspectives

We proposed a way to attack the data explosion in nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence database
by compressing them in CAMUS. We are currently updating both versions of CAMUS DBs when
DDBJ and DAD databases are updated. As the volume of these databases increases, the compression
procedure itself will be getting burdensome. We are thus planning to speed up the procedure by using
parallel computers and by taking more eﬃcient algorithms.
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